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Chapter 1 : Atom Board Answer Key
Teacher answer key. • radiation baseball game sheet (re-create on the board; print and use; or print, laminate
vocabulary • atom • electron • isotope • neutron activity 2: atomic math and shorthand • nucleus • proton. u.s.
epa the evolution of a radioactive atom activities are designed to help middle and high school The atom board
protons - blue marbles. neutrons - red marbles. electrons - small marbles. make each of the following atoms.
make sure you make the right element and isotope. make sure you have the correct number of electrons in the
correct orbits (also called levels or shells).. as you make each atom be sure to observe how each element
looks.The atom everything is made of atoms. atoms are the smallest part of matter. use your periodic table to
answer the following . title: chap 18 no 1 teacher edition.pub author: generic created date: 8/16/2005 10:19:02
pm Answer key an atom apart by leslie cargile 1. what are atoms? a a. tiny particles that make up all matter b.
tiny particles that can only be seen with a microscope c. tiny particles that look like gnats d. particles that are
so large they cannot be seenAtoms: atomic structure questions and answers . question one: models of the atom
(2011;1) accept any one of these – an answer that involves protons in both models cannot be accepted (b)
describe the key difference between thomson's and rutherford's models of the atom.Atomic basics answer key
part a: atomic structure 1. draw five protons in the nucleus of the atom. label them with their charge. 2. draw
six neutrons in the nucleus of the atom. 3. draw two electrons in the first energy level and label them with their
charge. 4. draw three electrons in the second energy level and label them with their charge. 5.Webquest:
atomic theories and models answer these questions on your own, using complete sentences where appropriate
(most of the questions, except tables and drawings). if you require more space, please complete on another
piece how did bohr modify this model of the atom (i.e. what was his “revolutionary idea” about electrons)?
Surrounding a central atom will form an octahedron. is structure are at 90 oor 180 to each other. all five
groups will form a trigonal bipyramid. the two positions pointing up and down are called the axial positions.
they are at microsoft word - worksheet13_vsepr_keyc author:5. represents an atom that is chemically
unreactive 6. represents an atom in an excited state 7. represents an atom that has four valence electrons 8.
represents an atom of a transition metal questions 9- 12 refer to aqueous solutions containing 1: 1 mole ratios
of the following pairs of substances. assume all concentrations are 1 m. 9. 10. 11. 12.Atomic theory and
structure quiz according to the bohr model of the atom, the single electron of a hydrogen atom circles the
nucleus a. in specific, allowed orbits. b. in one fixed orbit at all times. c. at any of an infinite number of
distances, depending on its energy. 3People were trying to answer this question for well over two millennia,
since the time of the atomic hypothesis of democritus, 440 b.c.* roman poet lucretius (95-55 b.c.) the atomic
mass of the 12c atom is 12 amu. the atomic weight of an element= weighted average of the atomic masses of
the atoms naturally occurring isotopes.Name:_____key_____date:_____period:____ page 2 of 4 © 2004 high
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